
Resistor Colour Code   
 

Aim: - To study the system of colour coding which  is used to indicate the resistance value of 

carbon resistors. To measure the resistances of different resistors by colour code system and 

compare these values with those that measured with multi-meter. 

 

Apparatus :-Carbon resistors and multi-meter. 

 

Description :- Fixed carbon composition resistors are too small in size to have the value of 

resistance to print on them. So a system of colour coding is used to indicate their resistances in 

Ohms. The colours used in the code and the number they represent are indicated in the table. 

Specification of a resistance can be found by using this colour-coding table-1. Three colours are 

sufficient to identify the values of resistors. The fourth band ,if any, gives the tolerance. 

Table- 1 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

S.No. Colour Value Colour 

1. Black 0  

2. Brown 1  

3. Red 2  

4. Orange 3  

5. Yellow 4  

6. Green 5  

7. Blue 6  

8. Violet 7  

9. Grey 8  

10. White 9  



Theory :- First method :- The body colour of resistor indicates the first digit of resistance, one 

end or tip indicates the second digit and the dot colour near the center of the resistor represents 

the number of zeros following the first two digits (fig 1) 

 

 

 

Second method : - The colour bands painted on the body of the resistors indicate the values. The 

colour bands are read from left to right from one end, which has the band closure to it. (fig 2) 

 

             The first three bands give the resistance value. The first and second bands indicate the 

first and second significant digits while the third band gives the number of zeros , which follows 

the first two digits. In case the third band is gold or silver, it represents a multiplying factor of 0.1 

or 0.01 respectively. If however the third band is black, it means, do not add zeros to the first two 

digits. The resulting  number is the resistance in ohms. 



 

   The fourth band represents the error in value called tolerance. If the fourth band is gold, it 

means a tolerance of ± 5%, where as fourth band is silver  means a resistance of tolerance of 

± 10% . Absence of fourth band means a resistance of tolerance of ± 20%. 

 

For five bands :- The first three bands  represent the usual resistance of the resistor. The first and 

second bands indicate the digits and the third band indicates the number of zeros following the 

two digits. The fourth band gives tolerance. The fifth band gives reliability level.  The colour code 

for reliability is, Brown – 1%, Red – 0.1%, Orange – 0.01%, Yellow – 0.001% and so on. 

 

               The first band close  to one edge indicates the first digit in the numerical value of the 

resistor. 

 

Procedure :- First the resistance of the given resistor is measured according to the colour code 

system, including tolerance and this is verified with the value measured by digital multi-meter by 

keeping its band switch in proper resistance range. The values are to be noted in the in the table-2. 

Precautions : - 1) Care should be taken in deciding the first edge. 

2) Tolerance can also be taken into consideration while measuring resistance as per colour code. 

Result : - 

Table-2 

S.No I Band II Band III Band IV Band Value of 
Resistance 
       (Ω ) 

Resistance 
Measured with 
Multi-meter 
        ( Ω ) 

1.       

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       

 

 


